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As the most consequential mode of climate variability on our 
planet, the El Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO)1,2 trig-
gers a cascade of adverse impacts on ecosystems, agricul-

ture and severe weather events around the world3–8. For example, 
during El Niño, atmospheric convection over the western Pacific 
shifts eastwards9, and the associated reorganization of atmospheric 
circulation causes droughts and wildfires in the western Pacific 
but floods in the eastern Pacific regions. During La Niña, these 
impacts, although not exactly symmetric, are generally opposite. 
Understanding the ENSO’s dynamics is thus of broad scientific and 
socioeconomic interest.

ENSO is thought of as a basin-scale coupled ocean–atmosphere 
phenomenon arising from the instability of the climatological back-
ground state, facilitated by positive feedback between trade-wind 
intensity and zonal contrasts in sea surface temperature (SST), 
referred to as Bjerknes feedback10–14. It is also controlled by negative 
feedback and damping effects that limit its growth rate and ultimate 
magnitude and enable its transition from, for example, an El Niño to 
a neutral or La Niña condition15–18. In the classical ENSO theories, 
only the basin-scale ocean dynamics that involve the equatorial cir-
culation, cold tongue and thermocline structure balance the posi-
tive/negative feedback and damping effects19,20.

However, limited observations and high-resolution simula-
tions have revealed a wide spectrum of variability in the equato-
rial Pacific Ocean21–23. Recent studies have provided some insights 
into the effects of this sub-basin-scale ocean variability on ENSO. 
For example, equatorial mesoscale eddies, represented mainly by 
tropical instability waves (TIWs) and associated tropical instability  

vortices (TIVs) with horizontal wavelengths lying between 600 
and 1,600 km (ref. 24), hinder ENSO growth through a lateral heat 
flux25–27. By contrast, microscale turbulent mixing induced by shear 
instability28,29 enhances ENSO amplitude through regulating heat 
exchange between the subsurface and surface layers28,30,31.

A substantial portion of equatorial ocean variability resides 
between the mesoscale and microscale, manifested in the form of 
fronts, filaments and coherent vortices that have horizontal wave-
lengths typically ranging from tens to hundreds of kilometres 
(submesoscale eddies)22,23 (Extended Data Fig. 1). These submeso-
scale eddies are characterized by strong horizontal SST gradients 
and vertical velocity, leaving imprints on the surface chlorophyll 
field (Extended Data Fig. 2). However, the impact of these submeso-
scale eddies on ENSO remains entirely unexplored and overlooked, 
probably because they are beyond the resolution capacity of exist-
ing observation systems and most state-of-the-art coupled global 
climate models (CGCMs). In this article, we show an important 
role of submesoscale eddies in inhibiting ENSO growth and elu-
cidate its underlying dynamics using an unprecedented long-term 
high-resolution CGCM simulation.

Modelling ENSO at high resolution
The global climate simulation used in this study is based on the 
Community Earth System Model (CESM) that has an oceanic reso-
lution of 0.1° and is completed at the International Laboratory for 
High-Resolution Earth System Prediction (iHESP)32 (see CESM–
iHESP simulation in Methods). It consists of a 250 yr historical and 
future transient climate (HF-TNST) run for 1850–2100. Outputs of 
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the simulation between 1878 and 2019 are used in the following anal-
ysis, containing 18 El Niño and 20 La Niña events in total (Fig. 1a).

The simulated climatological mean SST and its composite anom-
alies during all the peak El Niño and La Niña events are reasonably 
realistic (Fig. 1b–d). During the peak El Niño events, the warm pool 
expands eastwards to the eastern equatorial Pacific Ocean, accom-
panied by weakened lower-tropospheric equatorial trade winds 
and a flattened west-to-east tilt of the sea surface. The oceanic and 
atmospheric responses are generally reversed for the peak La Niña 
events. These features are qualitatively consistent with those derived 
from reanalysis products, despite some noticeable quantitative dif-
ferences (Extended Data Fig. 3; see Reanalysis and observation 
products in Methods).

We compare essential components of the Bjerknes feedback 
loop33,34 (Extended Data Fig. 4) in the CESM–iHESP simula-
tion with those in the reanalysis products and state-of-the-art 
coarse-resolution CGCMs (Extended Data Table 1) participating in 
the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 6 (CMIP6)35. In 
terms of the SST–zonal wind stress and thermocline–SST couplings, 
the CESM–iHESP generally outperforms the coarse-resolution 
CGCMs. As to the zonal wind stress–thermocline coupling, a 
dominant process influencing model ENSO amplitude (Extended 
Data Table 2), the intensity in the CESM–iHESP simulation is  

comparable to that in the reanalysis products and is close to the 
ensemble average of the coarse-resolution CGCMs. These compari-
sons lend support to the reliability of the CESM–iHESP in simulat-
ing basic ENSO dynamics.

Crucially, submesoscale eddies induce a pronounced climatolog-
ical heat flux from the subsurface to the surface ocean, particularly 
along the northern and southern edges of the cold tongue, with its 
intensity weakened and strengthened during El Niño and La Niña, 
respectively (Fig. 1e–g). In the following, we show that the effect 
of this vertical submesoscale eddy heat flux inhibits ENSO growth.

Submesoscale eddies inhibit ENSO growth
We perform an SST budget analysis for the Niño3.4 region (5° S–5° N, 
170° W–120° W) using diagnostic outputs from the CESM–iHESP 
simulation (see SST budget in Methods) to compare the effects of 
different ocean processes on ENSO, such as basin-scale circulations, 
mesoscale eddies, submesoscale eddies and microscale turbulent 
mixing. Following previous studies36,37, vertical mean temperature 
in the upper 50 m layer is used as a proxy for SST. The climatologi-
cal mean SST budget reveals a delicate balance between heat sources 
and sinks in the Niño3.4 region (Fig. 2a). Heat is supplied mainly 
via ocean heat uptake from the atmosphere (Qshf) and an upward 
eddy heat flux at the layer base (Qeddy,v). The former and latter  
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Fig. 1 | Simulated ENSO and vertical submesoscale eddy heat flux. a, Linearly detrended Niño3.4 index time series computed from the CESM–iHESP 
simulation with the peak El Niño (La Niña) events filled in red (blue). b–d, Climatological mean SST (°C, shading), sea surface height (cm, contours) and 
wind stress (N m–2, vectors) (b) and the composite of their anomalies at the peak El Niño (c) and La Niña events (d). e–g, Same as b–d but for vertical 
submesoscale eddy heat flux (W m–2) at 50 m and its anomalies. The peak El Niño (La Niña) event is defined as the period when the detrended Niño3.4 
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contribute to a warming tendency of 10.2 °C yr–1 and 5.3 °C yr–1, 
respectively. Horizontal eddy heat-flux convergence (Qeddy,h) plays a 
minor role, warming the surface layer at a rate of 1.3 °C yr–1.

Cross-spectral analysis (Extended Data Fig. 5) indicates that 
submesoscale eddies (Qsub

eddy,v) contribute to a warming tendency of 
4.2 °C yr–1, or about 80% of Qeddy,v (see Separating effects from meso-
scale and submesoscale eddies in Methods), whereas the contribu-
tion from mesoscale eddies (Qmeso

eddy,v) is only 1.1 °C yr–1 (Fig. 2a). By 
contrast, the values of Qeddy,h contributed by mesoscale (Qmeso

eddy,h) and 
submesoscale (Qsub

eddy,h) eddies are 1.0 °C yr–1 and 0.3 °C yr–1, respec-
tively. Therefore, submesoscale eddies serve as a key heat supplier to 
the surface Niño3.4 region by transporting heat from the subsurface 
to the surface ocean. The heat provided by Qshf, Qeddy,v and Qeddy,h 
is balanced by the cooling effects due to the heat-flux divergence 
of the basin-scale circulations (Qbasin, −7.8 °C yr–1) and parameter-
ized microscale turbulent mixing (Qturb, −8.9 °C yr–1). The resultant 
temperature tendency is two orders of magnitude smaller than each 
individual heating or cooling term.

During the El Niño developing phase, defined as the period 
from the phase transition to the peak, the temperature tendency 
anomaly is 0.9 °C yr–1 and becomes one of the leading terms in the 
SST budget (Fig. 2b). The magnitudes of Qbasin and Qturb are reduced 
by 25% (anomaly of 2.0 °C yr–1) and 24% (anomaly of 2.1 °C yr–1), 
respectively. Their combined effect would result in an anomalous 
temperature tendency more than four times the actual value. This 
discrepancy is largely compensated by the weakened Qsub

eddy,v contrib-
uting to a temperature tendency anomaly of −1.6 °C yr–1, whereas 
individual changes in Qmeso

eddy,v (−0.4 °C yr–1), Qmeso
eddy,h (−0.6 °C yr–1), 

Qsub
eddy,h (−0.1 °C yr–1) and Qshf (−0.5 °C yr–1) make a secondary 

contribution.
The situation is qualitatively similar for the La Niña develop-

ing phase except that all terms are sign-reversed (Fig. 2c). In either 
El Niño or La Niña, the damping effect on SST anomaly (SSTA) 
due to submesoscale eddies is about 80% of the growth effect from 
the basin-scale circulations. Therefore, by altering the vertical heat 
exchange between the subsurface and surface ocean, submesoscale 
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Fig. 2 | Effect of submesoscale eddies on Niño3.4 SST variability. a, The climatological mean SST budget with TD representing the SST tendency, Qbasin the 
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eddies play an important role in inhibiting the growth of SSTA dur-
ing El Niño and La Niña.

To further evaluate the role of submesoscale eddies in inhibiting 
ENSO growth, we compare the influence of Qsub

eddy,v on evolution of 
SSTA with those of the basin-scale feedbacks and damping mecha-
nisms in the classical ENSO theory (see Decomposing Qbasin into 
different feedbacks and damping mechanisms in Methods). These 
feedbacks and damping mechanisms reinforce or offset each other, 
with their balance manifested in Qbasin (refs. 20,38,39). Decomposition 
of Qbasin into different components (Fig. 2d,e and Extended Data 
Fig. 6) shows results consistent with the previous studies20,38,39. For 
example, the thermocline and zonal advection feedbacks contrib-
ute dominantly to the growth of El Niño/La Niña events as well as 
their phase transition; the dynamical damping is opposite in phase 
to SSTA, limiting the ENSO amplitude; and the other processes, 
including the meridional advection feedback, Ekman feedback and 
nonlinear dynamical heating, play a secondary role. Similar to the 
dynamical damping, the anomaly of Qsub

eddy,v is also negatively cor-
related with the SSTA. In particular, its magnitude is comparable to 
that of the dynamical damping (Fig. 2d,e), reinforcing the impor-
tance of submesoscale eddies in inhibiting ENSO growth.

Finally, there is asymmetry of the anomalies of Qsub
eddy,v between El 

Niño and La Niña events (Fig. 2b,c). During the El Niño developing 
phase, the anomaly of Qsub

eddy,v induces a cooling rate of 1.6 °C yr–1, 
whereas during the La Niña developing phase, the warming rate 
contributed by the anomaly of Qsub

eddy,v is 1.8 °C yr–1. This asym-
metric damping effect by submesoscale eddies may contribute to 
an ENSO asymmetry in the CESM–iHESP simulation (Fig. 2d,e). 
Nevertheless, given that the asymmetry is controlled by complicated 
dynamics40, the role of submesoscale eddies in generating ENSO 
asymmetry remains awaiting in-depth analysis.

Frontal intensity governs impact of submesoscale eddies
To shed light on the underlying dynamics whereby Qsub

eddy,v damps 
ENSO, we perform a diagnostic analysis for Qsub

eddy,v by construct-
ing an omega equation under the primitive equation (PE) frame-
work41 (see Decomposing vertical submesoscale eddy heat flux into 
different ocean dynamics in Methods). The PE omega equation 
decomposes vertical submesoscale eddy velocity and Qsub

eddy,v into 
components driven by different dynamics. However, solving the PE 
omega equation requires all the individual terms in the momentum, 

temperature and salinity governing equations. Outputting these 
terms with a sufficiently high temporal resolution to resolve subme-
soscale eddies is formidable for the entire simulation period. As a 
trade-off between the temporal resolution and coverage, daily aver-
aged values were saved for ten years. Figure 3 and Extended Data 
Fig. 7 compare Qsub

eddy,v with that computed from the solution of PE 
omega equation (Qω,sub

eddy,v). The time-mean vertical profiles of Qω,sub
eddy,v 

and Qsub
eddy,v averaged over the Niño3.4 region agree reasonably well, 

with their peak values differing by only 5%. The temporal variations 
of Qω,sub

eddy,v and Qsub
eddy,v at 50 m averaged over the Niño3.4 region are 

also highly correlated, with a correlation coefficient of 0.98 statisti-
cally significant above the 99% confidence level. This tight correla-
tion provides strong justification that the PE omega equation is a 
reliable diagnostic tool for Qsub

eddy,v.
Decomposition of the Qω,sub

eddy,v into different dynamical compo-
nents reveals that Qω,sub

eddy,v in the upper 100 m of the Niño3.4 region is 
ascribed mainly to conversion from eddy available potential energy 
(EAPE) into eddy kinetic energy (EKE) through the mixed-layer 
instability and frontogenesis42,43 (Fig. 3 and Extended Data Fig. 7). 
The vertical submesoscale eddy heat flux induced by such effect 
alone (Qkd,sub

eddy,v) accounts mostly for the time-mean Qω,sub
eddy,v at 50 m 

and dominates its temporal variability at interannual scales. The 
mixed-layer instability and frontogenesis work most efficiently in 
the frontal region associated with the large EAPE44. Indeed, the spa-
tial distribution of time-mean Qsub

eddy,v is consistent with that of the 
squared horizontal SST gradient magnitude (Fig. 1e and Extended 
Data Fig. 8). In particular, it exhibits a pronounced enhancement 
along the meridional edges of the cold tongue where stirring by 
TIWs/TIVs generates large horizontal SST gradients. During El 
Niño, the weakened cold-tongue frontal intensity and TIW/TIVs 
result in reduced horizontal SST gradients, suppressing Qsub

eddy,v (Fig. 
1f and Extended Data Fig. 8a,c). The opposite is true during La Niña 
(Fig. 1g and Extended Data Fig. 8b,d). The difference in horizontal 
SST gradients explains the difference of Qsub

eddy,v between El Niño and 
La Niña events.

implication for ENSO modelling
It is a long-standing issue that most CGCMs simulate an overly 
large ENSO amplitude34,45,46. However, submesoscale eddies and 
their associated vertical heat flux are not resolved in the majority 
of CGCMs due to their coarse ocean model resolution. Therefore, 
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the bias in simulated ENSO amplitude is probably due in part to the 
lack of effects from submesoscale eddies. This likelihood seems to 
be supported by the comparison of the ENSO amplitude in CGCM 
simulations with different ocean model resolutions in CMIP6 
(Extended Data Table 1; see ENSO simulation in CGCMs with 
different ocean model resolutions in Methods). The multimodel 
ensemble mean amplitudes (measured as the maximum of SSTA 
magnitude) of El Niño and La Niña events in the coarse-resolution 
(1° or coarser) CGCMs are overly large by about 20% and 30%, 
respectively, compared with the observed amplitude (Fig. 4a).

The ENSO amplitude becomes progressively smaller as the oce-
anic resolution becomes finer, providing evidence for impacts from 
mesoscale and submesoscale eddies in simulated ENSO amplitude. 
For CGCMs with intermediate resolution (~0.25°), in which meso-
scale eddies are resolved but submesoscale eddies are only par-
tially resolved22 (Extended Data Fig. 5), the ensemble mean ENSO 
amplitude remains overestimated. By contrast, the ensemble mean 
ENSO amplitude biases towards too small for the fine-resolution 
(~0.1°) CGCMs resolving submesoscale eddies. This bias towards 
an overly small ENSO amplitude in the fine-resolution ensemble 
is due largely to one CGCM (FGOALS-f3-H) with a considerably 
smaller ENSO amplitude than that in the observations and other 
fine-resolution CGCMs (Fig. 4b), for reasons yet to be known. The 
ensemble mean ENSO amplitude with this outlier CGCM excluded 
agrees better with observations than those in the coarse- and 
intermediate-resolution CGCMs.

Although simulated ENSO amplitude is improved in fine- 
resolution CGCMs, there is no clear improvement in simulated 
ENSO duration measured as the interval between zero crossings of 
SSTA during El Niño or La Niña events. In fact, the bias towards an 
overly long duration is slightly worse in this CESM–iHESP simu-
lation than in CMIP6 CGCMs. However, this does not cast doubt 
on the importance of submesoscale eddies in damping ENSO. In 
fact, we find no significant intermodel correlation between simu-
lated ENSO duration and amplitude. An improvement in simulated 
amplitude does not necessarily guarantee an improvement in simu-
lated duration, and vice versa. The issue of whether and how subme-
soscale eddies affect ENSO duration remains unknown and requires 
future examination.

We recognize that there is only a small number of fine-resolution 
CGCMs currently available and that in addition to the difference 
between resolving submesoscale eddies and otherwise, CGCMs 
of different resolutions differ in many other ways. These include 
simulated climatological mean oceanic and atmospheric states, 
air–sea interactions and parameterizations of microscale turbulent 
mixing. Further, CGCMs with a higher oceanic resolution are typi-
cally accompanied by an increase in atmospheric resolution. Future 
studies based on an enlarged fine-resolution model ensemble and 
a designated design for isolating effects of submesoscale eddies are 
needed to comprehensively assess the role of submesoscale eddies 
in ENSO dynamics.

Our finding that equatorial submesoscale eddies inhibit ENSO 
growth by inducing an anomalous heat exchange between the sub-
surface and surface ocean injects a new element of consideration 
that classical ENSO theories have missed. Our result sheds light 
on the long-standing issue of an overly large ENSO amplitude 
in state-of-the-art CGCMs34,45,46. In addition, given the impor-
tant role of submesoscale eddies in heating the surface equatorial 
Pacific mean state and in ENSO dynamics, this study highlights 
the need for their incorporation in CGCMs to reduce uncertainty 
in the projected change of the equatorial Pacific mean state and  
ENSO variability.

The important role of submesoscale eddies in inhibiting ENSO 
growth is missing in SST budget analysis based on reanalysis prod-
ucts20,37,47–49. Ocean reanalysis is constructed on the basis of a numer-
ical model integration constrained by atmospheric surface forcing 
and ocean observations via data assimilation methods50. Currently, 
the numerical models used are too coarse to resolve submesoscale 
eddies20,37,47–49. By adjustment of model configuration or nudging to 
the observations, these models yield seemingly realistic simulation 
of ENSO characteristics but could still miss important underly-
ing dynamical processes such as submesoscale eddies. The lack of 
effect of submesoscale eddies in these models might be compen-
sated by a stronger dynamical damping, a weaker growth effect of 
microscale turbulent mixing than in reality or an artificial damp-
ing induced by data assimilation. Therefore, SST budget analysis 
based on coarse-resolution reanalysis products should be treated 
with caution. Future ocean reanalysis using numerical models that 
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Fig. 4 | Dependence of ENSO amplitude on ocean model resolution. a, Multimodel averaged Niño3.4 SSTA evolution for El Niño and La Niña events in the 
coarse-resolution (≥1°), intermediate-resolution (~0.25°) and fine-resolution (~0.1°) CGCMs. Shadings denote the standard error of the multimodel ensemble 
average. b, Niño3.4 SSTA evolution for El Niño and La Niña events in the individual fine-resolution CGCMs with the dark orange and aqua lines denoting the 
multimodel average by excluding the member FGOALS-f3-H. The dark magenta and dark blue dot lines in a and b show the observational results.
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resolve submesoscale eddies will help improve the representation of 
dynamical processes controlling ENSO characteristics.
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Methods
CESM–iHESP simulation. The long-term eddy-resolving climate simulation 
is completed at iHESP on the basis of CESM1.3. The atmosphere component 
is Community Atmosphere Model version 5 (CAM5), the ocean component is 
Parallel Ocean Program version 2 (POP2), the ice component is Community 
Ice Code version 4 and the land component is Community Land Model version 
4. Nominal horizontal resolutions of CAM5 and POP2 are 0.25° and 0.10°, 
respectively. There are 30 vertical levels in the atmosphere with a model top at 
3 hPa. The ocean model has 62 vertical levels with a maximum depth of 6,000 m. 
The simulation consists of a 500 yr pre-industry control (PI-CTRL) simulation 
and a 250 yr HF-TNST simulation, following the design protocol of the CMIP5 
experiments.

For the PI-CTRL simulation, the ocean component was initialized with 
January-mean climatological potential temperature and salinity from the World 
Ocean Atlas. The climate forcings were set constantly to the 1850 conditions 
throughout the entire 500 yr simulation. The HF-TNST simulation was branched 
out from the year 250 of the PI-CTRL simulation, using historical forcings from 
1850 to 2005 and the representative concentration pathway 8.5 forcing from 2006 
to 2100. Importantly, the commonly known cold-tongue bias is alleviated in the 
CESM–iHESP simulation, and the simulated ENSO pattern agrees reasonably well 
with reanalysis products (Fig. 1 and Extended Data Fig. 3). More details can be 
found in an overview paper for this simulation32.

The CESM–iHESP simulation saves monthly surface fluxes and diagnostic 
outputs for the temperature-governing equation after 1878, except horizontal and 
vertical mixing terms. Daily averaged outputs are available after 1938 for oceanic 
velocity, temperature and salinity at sea surface and vertical velocity, temperature 
and salinity at selected depth levels (50, 105, 528 and 1,146 m). To analyse the 
underlying dynamics of the vertical submesoscale eddy heat flux in the equatorial 
Pacific Ocean, complete daily averaged diagnostic outputs for the temperature-, 
salinity- and momentum-governing equations are saved for 1920–1929, with 1923 
and 1928 corresponding to La Niña and El Niño years, respectively.

Reanalysis and observation products. To assess the performance of CESM–
iHESP in ENSO simulation, we use three reanalysis products containing SST, sea 
surface height and wind stress: JPL ECCO-V4r4 (ECCO4) covering the period 
1992–201751, GODAS covering the period 1980–202052 and ORA-S5 covering 
the period 1979–201753. The observational ENSO amplitude shown in Fig. 4 is 
computed on the basis of three SST observation products: DASK54, ERSST v555 
and HadISST56. To be consistent with the period of historical simulations in 
CMIP6, we use only the data between 1950 and 2014 except for DASK, which 
ends in 2012.

SST budget. Vertical mean temperature in the upper 50 m is used as a proxy for 
SST. A heat budget for the upper 50 m can be derived as:
⟨∫ 0

−hρ0CP
∂T
∂t dz

⟩
= −

⟨∫ 0
−hρ0CP∇ ·

(
uT̄

)
dz
⟩

−

⟨∫ 0
−hρ0CP∇h ·

(
u′

hT′

)
dz
⟩

TD Qbasin Qeddy,h

+
⟨

ρ0CPw′T′

⟩
|z=−h +

⟨∫ 0
−hρ0CPκh∇

2
hTdz −

∫ 0
−hρ0CPκ4∇

4
hTdz

⟩

Qeddy,v

+ ⟨Qshf⟩ + ⟨Qturb⟩
(1)

where h = 50 m is the lower bound for the vertical integration, T is potential 
temperature, u = (uh, w) is a three-dimensional velocity vector, with 
uh = (u, v) being its horizontal component and w its vertical component, 
∇ = (∂/∂x, ∂/∂y, ∂/∂z), ∇h = (∂/∂x, ∂/∂y), κh is the horizontal diffusion 
coefficient, κ4 is the horizontal biharmonic diffusion coefficient, ρ0=1,027.5 kg m–3 
is ocean reference density, Cp is ocean specific heat capacity, Qshf is ocean heat 
uptake from the atmosphere (the sea surface heat flux defined positive into 
the ocean) and Qturb is parameterized microscale turbulent mixing (the vertical 
turbulent heat flux at 50 m defined positive into the upper ocean). The overbar 
denotes the monthly mean value, the prime denotes the perturbation from the 
monthly mean value and ⟨…⟩ denotes the spatial average over the Niño3.4 region. 
To isolate ENSO variability, each term in equation (1) is first subtracted by its linear 
trend and climatological seasonal cycle, and then low-pass filtered with a cut-off 
period of 12 months. Dividing individual terms in equation (1) by ρ0CPh converts 
the heat budget into the SST budget.

Both u and T̄  are available in the model outputs, in which case the heat flux 
by monthly mean flows can be directly calculated. The heat flux by perturbed 
flows is derived by subtracting the heat flux by monthly mean flows from the 
model’s diagnostic outputs for advective heat flux. There is a horizontal scale 
separation between the monthly mean flows and their perturbations. The heat-flux 
convergence of monthly mean flows (the first term on the right-hand side of 
equation (1)), is attributed mostly to motions with horizontal wavelengths larger 
than 1,600 km (Extended Data Fig. 6). For this reason, we equate the monthly 
mean flows with the basin-scale flows and denote the first term as Qbasin.  

By contrast, the horizontal heat-flux convergence (the second term, denoted 
as Qeddy,h) and vertical heat flux at 50 m (the third term, denoted as Qeddy,v) by 
perturbed flows are almost contributed by motions with horizontal wavelengths 
smaller than 1,600 km (Extended Data Fig. 5), indicating the equivalence between 
the perturbed flows and sub-basin-scale eddies. Note that Qbasin, Qeddy,h and Qeddy,v 
are unambiguous as they are all independent from the arbitrary reference of  
zero temperature36.

The Qturb is not available in the model outputs except for 1920–1929. It is 
computed as a residue of equation (1) that also contains the contribution from 
horizontal mixing and other numerical processes. The value of Qturb at 50 m 
computed explicitly from the diagnostic output is compared with that inferred 
from the residue of equation (1) during 1920–1929. Their time series are almost 
identical, with a correlation coefficient above 0.99. This provides strong evidence 
that the residue is equivalent to Qturb in practice.

Separating effects from mesoscale and submesoscale eddies. Cross-spectral 
analysis is performed to separate contribution from mesoscale and submesoscale 
eddies to Qeddy,v and Qeddy,h. The value of Qeddy,v is decomposed in the horizontal 
wavenumber space as:

Qeddy,v = ρ0CPℜ

∫
∞

0
Ψw′T′ (kH)dkH (2)

where Ψw′T′ represents cross spectrum for w′ and T′ at 50 m over the Niño3.4 
region, kH is horizontal wavenumber magnitude and ℜ is a real operator. Then the 
fraction of Qeddy,v contributed by motions with kH larger than some critical value 
kcH is measured as rv = Qeddy,v(kcH)/Qeddy,v, where Qeddy,v(kcH) is derived from 
replacing the lower limit of integral in equation (2) by kcH. As to Qeddy,h, we first 
re-express it as −

⟨∫ 0
−hρ0CP(uh′ · ∇hT′ + T′∇h · uh′)dz

⟩
 and then decompose it 

in the horizontal wavenumber space as:

Qeddy,h = −ρ0CP

∫ 0

−h
ℜ

∫
∞

0
Ψu′∂T′ + Ψv′∂T′ + ΨT′∂u′ + ΨT′∂v′dkHdz (3)

where Ψu′∂T′ is cross spectrum for u′ and ∂T′/∂x, and similarly for Ψv′∂T′, ΨT′∂u′ 
and ΨT′∂v′. Finally, the fraction of Qeddy,h contributed by motions with kH larger 
than kcH is measured as rh = Qeddy,h(kcH)/Qeddy,h.

Once rv and rh are obtained as a function of kcH according to equations (2) and 
(3), mesoscale and submesoscale eddies’ effects can be separated by setting kcH as 
the cut-off wavenumber between these two scale ranges (Extended Data Fig. 5). 
Specifically, the values of Qsub

eddy,v and Qmeso
eddy,v (Qsub

eddy,h and Qmeso
eddy,h) are defined as 

rvQeddy,v and (1 – rv)Qeddy,v (rhQeddy,h and (1 – rh)Qeddy,h)), respectively. The lower scale 
(wavelength) bound for equatorial mesoscale eddies (TIWs and TIVs) is typically 
defined as 600 km or so according to existing literature24,57,58. Therefore, we choose 
600 km as the cut-off wavelength (corresponding to a cut-off wavenumber around 
10–5 rad m–1) to separate mesoscale and submesoscale eddies. Such definition of 
submesoscale is comparable to the mixed-layer deformation radius multiplied 
by a factor of 2π in the equatorial Pacific Ocean (here the factor of 2π is included 
because the scale is measured as wavelength), with the latter being a widely used 
measurement of submesoscale44,59 (Extended Data Fig. 1). Note that a slight change 
of the cut-off wavelength does not undermine the important role of submesoscale 
eddies in damping ENSO.

Daily averaged model outputs for u, v, w and T are used to estimate u′, v′, w′ 
and T′. This neglects the contribution of higher-frequency motions to perturbed 
flows. Nevertheless, as these higher-frequency motions are attributed primarily to 
internal gravity waves, they are not supposed to contribute to the heat flux.

Decomposing Qbasin into different feedbacks and damping mechanisms. To 
assess the role of Qsub

eddy,v in the ENSO life cycle relative to the basin-scale feedbacks 
and damping mechanisms proposed in the classical ENSO theories, Qbasin is further 
decomposed into the following components:

−

⟨∫ 0
−hρ0CP∇ ·

(
uT̄

)
dz
⟩

=
⟨

ρ0CPw̃T∗
|z=−h
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−
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∂x dz
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thermocline feedback zonal advection feedback

−
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∂y dz
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∂z dz
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meridional advection feedback Ekman feedback
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−hρ0CPu∗ ∂T∗

∂x dz +
∫ 0

−hρ0CPv∗ ∂T∗
∂y dz +
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∂z dz
⟩

nonlinear dynamical heating

−

⟨∫ 0
−hρ0CP

∂ũT∗
∂x dz +

∫ 0
−hρ0CP

∂̃vT∗
∂y dz

⟩

dynamical damping

−

⟨∫ 0
−hρ0CPũ ∂T̃

∂x dz +
∫ 0

−hρ0CPṽ ∂T̃
∂y dz +

∫ 0
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⟩

(4)
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where X̄ = X̃ + X∗, with the tilde representing the climatological seasonal cycle 
and the asterisk representing the anomalies. The first term on the right-hand side 
of equation (4) corresponds to the thermocline feedback, the second term the zonal 
advection feedback, the third term the meridional advection feedback, the fourth 
term the Ekman feedback, the fifth term the nonlinear dynamical heating and 
the sixth term the dynamical damping. The last term does not vary at interannual 
scales and thus has no effect on ENSO.

Decomposing vertical submesoscale eddy heat flux into different ocean 
dynamics. The PE omega equation is used to evaluate the major generation 
mechanisms of Qsub

eddy,v:

f2 ∂2w
∂z2 + ∇h ·

(
N2

∇hw
)
= Fdia + Fvc + Fkd + Ftwi + Fdr + Fbeta

Fdia = ∇h ·
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Fdr = ∇h ·
(

d
dt

(
f ∂vag∂z

)
,− d

dt

(
f ∂uag∂z
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Fbeta = ∇h ·
(
−βv ∂v
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∂z
)
+fβ ∂v

∂z+fβ ∂vag
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(5)

where b = −gρ−1
0 (ρ − ρ0) is buoyancy with g being the gravitational acceleration 

and ρ the potential density, f is the Coriolis parameter varying with the latitude, 
D(u)/ D(v) is the turbulent mixing term for zonal/meridional momentum, D(b) 
is the turbulent mixing term for buoyancy, 

(
ug, vg

)
 are the geostrophic flows and (

uag, vag
)
=

(
u − ug, v − vg

)
 are the horizontal components of ageostrophic flows.

Equation (5) is similar to the one proposed by ref. 41 except that it additionally 
allows for a varying f to ensure its applicability to the equatorial region. The first 
and second terms on the right-hand side of equation (5) correspond to diabatic 
and viscous effects, respectively. The third term corresponds to the kinematic 
deformation by the total flow and is attributed mainly to the mixed-layer instability 
and frontogenesis42,43,60. The mixed-layer instability is a type of baroclinic instability 
developing in the weakly stratified surface mixed layer at fronts43,44,59. The most 
unstable modes occur at ocean submesoscales. As a type of baroclinic instability, 
the energy is first transferred from the mean available potential energy to EAPE 
and then from EAPE to EKE, resulting in an upward eddy heat (buoyancy) flux in 
the upper ocean59. During frontogenesis, squeezing of a surface submesoscale front 
by background confluent flows increases the horizontal temperature (buoyancy) 
gradient. To restore the thermal wind balance, an ageostrophic secondary 
circulation with upwelling (downwelling) on the warmer (colder) side of the front 
is induced. This produces an upward eddy heat flux in the upper ocean associated 
with the conversion from EAPE to EKE. Readers are advised to refer to refs. 43[,44 
for schematic plots of upward eddy heat flux induced by the mixed-layer instability 
and frontogenesis. The fourth term denotes the deformation caused by the thermal 
wind imbalance. The fifth term denotes forcing by a material derivative of the 
thermal wind imbalance. The last term is attributed to the β effect ( β=∂f/∂y). Due 
to the linear nature of equation (5), its solution can be decomposed linearly into 
seven components with distinct dynamics.

w=wdia + wvc + wkd + wtwi + wdr + wbeta+wbou (6)

The first six terms on the right-hand side of equation (6) represent sequentially 
the contribution from individual forcing terms of equation (5), solved by keeping 
only the corresponding forcing term and adopting the homogeneous boundary 
condition. The solution wbou represents the contribution from boundary condition 
and is obtained by dropping all the forcing terms but using the model output as 
the boundary condition of w. The PE omega equation is solved in the upper 200 m 
over a domain (10° S–10° N and 175° W–125° W) larger than the Niño3.4 region to 
suppress the boundary effects.

ENSO simulation in CGCMs with different ocean model resolutions. At the 
time of writing this manuscript, there are 72 CGCMs that are forced with historical 
anthropogenic and natural forcings in CMIP6 with their data downloadable from 
the Internet. A CGCM is classified as a coarse-resolution one if the zonal resolution 
of its ocean component in the equatorial region (Δlon) is around 1° or coarser, as 
an intermediate-resolution one if Δlon is around 0.25° and as a fine-resolution one 
if Δlon is around 0.1°. This way of classification yields 47 coarse-resolution, 12 
intermediate-resolution and 4 fine-resolution CGCMs. CGCMs whose Niño3.4 
SST spectrum does not exhibit any significant (at the 99% confidence level) peak 
at two to eight years are discarded as they are not able to simulate basic ENSO 
characteristics. A relatively stringent confidence level is used as we test against 
pseudo peaks not at a particular period but within a broad period range. Applying 
this criterion removes two coarse-resolution CGCMs (INM-CM-4-8 and NESM3) 
and one fine-resolution CGCM (INM-CM-5-H). Finally, we add our CESM–iHESP  

simulation to the fine-resolution ensemble. The final 61 CGCMs used in this study 
are listed in Extended Data Table 1. Length of simulation differs among CGCMs, 
and ENSO amplitudes shown in Fig. 4 are derived from their overlapping period 
(1950–2014). Standard error of the ensemble mean (the shading shown in Fig. 4) is 
computed by assuming independence among CGCMs as:

σe =

√√√√ 1
N − 1

N∑
i=1

(Ai − Ā)2/
√

N (7)

where Ai is the value of the i-th ensemble member, N is ensemble number, and Ā is 
ensemble mean.

Data availability
The CESM data used in this work are available from both iHESP data portal 
(https://ihesp.tamu.edu/) and QNLM data portal (http://ihesp.qnlm.ac). The 
CMIP6 model data can be downloaded from https://esgf-node.llnl.gov/search/
cmip6/. The ECCO4, ORA-S5, GODAS, DASK, ERSST v5 and HadISST data can 
be downloaded from http://apdrc.soest.hawaii.edu/. The VIIRS-L3M data can be 
downloaded from https://oceandata.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/. Source data are provided 
with this paper.

Code availability
The iHESP version of the CESM code is available at ZENODO via https://doi.org/ 
10.5281/zenodo.3637771. The Python3.8 is used for plotting.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Meridional distribution of the mixed-layer deformation radius multiplied by a factor of 2π, a widely used measurement of the 
submesoscale. The result is derived from the CESM-iHESP simulation and is averaged over the 170°W-120°W range. The factor of 2π is included because 
the scale in this study is measured as the horizontal wavelength.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Equatorial submesoscale eddies in the observations and CESM-iHESP simulation. Snapshots of a, observational horizontal SST 
gradient magnitude, b, Chlorophyll-a at the surface derived from VIIRS on October 1st, 2019, and c, simulated horizontal SST gradient magnitude on 
October 1st, 2018 in the CESM-iHESP simulation. October 1st, 2019 is in a neutral phase of the observed ENSO, as is the case for October 1st, 2018 in the 
CESM-iHESP simulation.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | ENSO characteristics derived from reanalysis products. a, b, c, Climatological mean SST in °C (shading), sea surface height in cm 
(contours) and wind stress in N m-2 (vectors) based on the ECCO4 data, and the composite of their anomalies at the peak El Niño and La Niña events. d, e, 
f, and g, h, i, Same as a, b, c, but for the GODAS data and ORA-S5 data, respectively.
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | See next page for caption.
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | Strength of Bjerknes feedback loop. Shown are three components in Bjerknes feedback loop in the CESM-iHESP (red bar), coarse-
resolution CGCMs (light blue bar) along with their ensemble mean (dark blue bar) and three reanalysis products (dashed lines). a, Coupling between SST 
and zonal wind stress measured by the regression coefficient βsst−taux of zonal wind stress anomaly in the Niño4 region onto SSTA in the Niño3 region, b, 
coupling between zonal wind stress and thermocline measured by the regression coefficient βtaux−ssh of sea surface height anomaly (SSHA) in the Niño3 
region onto zonal wind stress anomaly in the Niño4 region, and c, coupling between thermocline and SST measured by the regression coefficient βssh−sst 
of SSTA in the Niño3 region onto SSHA in the Niño3 region. A few coarse-resolution CGCMs listed in Extended Data Table 1, that is, CESM1-CAM5-SE-LR, 
GISS-E2-1-H, IITM-ESM, KACE-1-0-G and MCM-UA-1-0, are not included here due to the missing SSH data. Regression coefficients are calculated over 
1950–2014 for all the CGCM simulations, but over the respective available periods for the reanalysis products.
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Extended Data Fig. 5 | Decomposition of Niño3.4 Qeddy,h and Qeddy,v in the horizontal wavenumber space. Distribution of climatological mean a, rh and b, 
rv in the horizontal wavenumber space. c, d, Same as a, b, but for the composite of rh and rv during the peak El Niño/La Niña events and developing phase of 
El Niño/La Niña events. See ‘Separating effects from mesoscale and submesoscale eddies’ in Methods for the definitions of rh and rv.
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Extended Data Fig. 6 | Decomposition of Qbasin. a, Decomposition of Qbasin (solid line) in El Niño events into the thermocline feedback (TF), zonal 
advection feedback (ZAF), meridional advection feedback (MAF), Ekman feedback (EF), nonlinear dynamical heating (NDH), and dynamical damping 
(DD). The dashed lines correspond to the counterparts computed by removing the motions with horizontal wavelengths smaller than 1600 km. b, Same as 
a but for La Niña events. Negative (positive) lag months represent the ENSO developing (decaying) phase before (after) the peak of SSTA.
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Extended Data Fig. 7 | Decomposition of Qω,sub
eddy,v into different dynamical components. a, Vertical profiles of time-mean Qω,sub

eddy,v averaged over the 
Niño3.4 region during 1920–1929 and its decomposition into different components. b, Time series of Qω,sub

eddy,v at 50 m and its decomposition into different 
components at 50 m averaged over the Niño3.4 region. See ‘Decomposing vertical submesoscale eddy heat flux into different ocean dynamics’ in Methods 
for the meanings of labels.
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Extended Data Fig. 8 | Enhanced vertical submesoscale eddy heat flux in SST frontal regions. a, b, Spatial distribution of composite Qsub
eddy,v in W m−2 at 

50 m during the peak El Niño and La Niña events, respectively. c, d, Same as a, b, but for squared horizontal SST gradient magnitude in °C2 m−2.
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Extended Data Table 1 | CGCMs used in this study. The coarse-, intermediate- and fine-resolution CGCMs are marked in blue, yellow 
and red, respectively. Length of simulation differs among CGCMs and their overlapping periods, 1950–2014, are adopted in this 
study
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Extended Data Table 2 | inter-model correlation coefficients between the ENSO amplitude and strength of different components 
in Bjerknes feedback loop. Correlation coefficients statistically significant at the 99% confidence level are marked in bold. The 
meanings of βsst−taux, βtaux−ssh, and βssh−sst are explained in the caption of Extended Data Fig. 4
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